
Private: Christopher Johnson (VI): WITH UPDATE

(CJ is back in Japan.)

Posted on April 4, 2012

A reader sends me this link.

When I last wrote about Johnson, I had caught this story later than the expat bloggers.   In short, Chris Johnson

was freelance reporter in Japan, and a longtime resident there.

Late last year, there was some issue about his visa status.   Johnson left Japan, as he says, to report on news in

South Korea.   When he returned to Narita, “Japan” wouldn’t let him back in.   He was issued an exclusion order. 

 Japan Probe, still miffed no doubt from the various legal threats in January, refers to this as an “expulsion”.   But I

don’t think it was an expulsion.   It seems whatever Chris Johnson thought he had as “status of residence” in the

country . . . he didn’t.   And, he was working while he didn’t have the right status.   So Japan would not let him

back in.

I had brief correspondence with Johnson when his troubles were still internet fodder.   To me, the issue was

producing the stamp within the passport, showing that a visa application had been made.   I think this would have

shut down about all of the heckling.   As I understand it, that never was produced.    So that left people wondering

whether it was “Japan”, or whether it was “Chris”.    I also gave the good advice to try and not engage the various

people who were menacing him on the internet.   (About 90% of what I said seemed to get through.   I think he’s

got 10% wrong though, and a few direct quotes that I don’t see in my e-mail.   And about 0% of my advice was

heeded.  So now I just wonder some more.)

Is Chris Johnson actually back in Japan?  If so, what was done to fix whatever had been wrong?   That would be

a great follow up to a story.

(Three people say, back in Japan.)

For me, I am considering the “three Chris’” [different three people] who have, in one way, crossed my path in my

connection to Japan.    Two went and got Japanese passports, so they come and go as citizens—even though

neither turned their US passport in.   (One gave a tax-related argument).   Now, there is Chris Johnson, who spent
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more than 5 years in Japan, but never bothered to try and grab a Japanese passport.   Then, they wouldn’t let him

in.   If he had had the Japanese passport, they surely would have let him in.

If everything got fixed, it would be interesting, and informative, to know how.   I suspect, in the end, the moral of

the story is going to be:  get PR, and be careful what PR you seek to generate about your situation if you don’t

have it.

[Update:   I guess I have more readers who are early risers in Japan, and tell me that the visa issue was

apparently resolved.    It still makes me wonder what the initial problem was (i.e. why the exclusion order), which

never got resolved.    If a holding facility gets called a "Gaijin Gulag", it seems unfair to me that exactly what

happened with visa status are details that are left out.]

[Update 4/5/12:   I had time this afternoon to go through [what] Chris Johnson had written as a latest installment,

and it’s much better than what I had gotten on a quick initial read.   He has 95% of what I was getting at in

there.    The part about “tortured”–-I know that’s not me, and should not be in quotes really should have been

“torted” (suffer a tort or legal harm).    I sense it is the quote of someone else interviewed, though.   Tormented,

maybe?   The link back to my site is including a ” ) ” bar, which keeps people from hitting the actual page.  

Blogger Kei is not from South America, that I know of—even though Philadelphia is a kind of banana republic of its

own.

Overall, an interesting piece.   I’d give it an A-. ]

This entry was posted in Japanese Government and tagged Banyan, Christopher Johnson, Japan Probe by

hoofin. Bookmark the permalink [http://hoofin.wordpress.com/2012/04/04/christopher-johnson-vi/] .

Afraid of Internet Stalkers

on April 5, 2012 at 2:33 am said:

Chris Johnson describes his own experience as an expulsion:

“They slammed me for daring to take on a heavyweight such as

Adelstein, even though he’s younger than me, and has never covered a

war, spent time in jail, been expelled from a country, or visited the

tsunami disaster zone after March 11.”
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hoofin

on April 5, 2012 at 3:06 am said:

Actually, I am going to approve that one, because I think the

reference to “expelled from a country” referred to some other

country, not Japan. One of the Southeastern European ones.

I don’t know if I would put Jake in the league of “heavyweights”

as opposed to a reporter who is more grounded in the

reporting culture of Western observers of Japan.

I am (honestly) concluding that the reason the handful of

Japan-side bloggers and hangers-on/snarks went after CJ in

early January was that he was really evasive about that

visa-status issue. People who read reporters don’t like to get

the sense that they are being made fools out of, and that one

particular group finds anything for an excuse. (And, sometimes,

as cover for the fact that a few of them really are fools.)

I hope CJ gets his thing going, now that he is back in Japan.

Afraid of Internet Stalkers

on April 5, 2012 at 6:33 am said:

Some other country? Did you actually read Johnson’s

article?

He uses the word over and over again to refer to his

own experience of being expelled from Japan.

“H.to attack myself and The Economist for a story

about my detention and expulsion from Japan.”

“Much was made of my comment about being expelled

from Japan back to minus 40 C temperatures in

Alberta, Canada.”

“I was doing what many pro journalists do: revising my

work based on fresh research and new information,

thanks to letters from other people who had been

detained and expelled from Japan.”
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“Six years later, when I got detained at Narita and

expelled from Japan, one of the worst phases of my

life, I thought of my old friend and colleague H”

“haters seized on this “haranguing” comment from a

well-connected ex-diplomat as “proof” that I had in fact

been “drunk” and “belligerent”, and deserved my

detention and expulsion from Japan.”

“Whilst tweeting about video games and trashing other

players, he suddenly wanders onto the topic of my

detention and expulsion, and shoots me down as if in a

video game. “

jane grey

on April 5, 2012 at 4:58 am said:

I have to be honest Hoofin, but I was extremely doubtful about many of

the details in CJ’s original account. The constant revisions didn’t

improve his credibility in my books (for what that’s worth), however, I

am willing to admit that I may have unfairly judged the man.

His return piece is thought-provoking. I like it. In denouncing the

‘Tepido12′ I think that he is making a valid point. What is interesting is

that the ‘Tepido12′ are now claiming that you are using CJ to get a rise

from them, when (as you noted earlier this year) they were already

sizing you up as a potential victim.

hoofin

on April 5, 2012 at 5:43 am said:

Thanks, Jane, for your comment.

I read Chris’ piece really fast, and I saw a couple of things in

there that referred to me, and some of it isn’t 100% what I

recall saying. (This is from an e-mail exchange in mid

February.) A couple of people sent me personal notes, more

along the line of what you point out about the criticism of some

of the Tepido site participants. But nobody has said anything
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about me, in some Svengali fashion, manipulating CJ, and

frankly, I don’t think people have that power over the internet.

Is it a comment subthread over there? Cripes, now I have to go

check!

You know, some of them have a real problem with not

understanding that people are not—and cannot be—easily

manipulated over the Web. They sit there, week after week,

month after month, saying, “We must stop Debito!” “We must

stop Debito!” “When he’s finished with, who are we gonna . .

.um, critique next??” And the pretext is that these “bad people”

out there are somehow manipulating others to think “bad

thoughts”, which, coincidentally, would be ones that get people

outside of Japan to start asking questions more and more

about what goes on inside Japan. But my readership, Jane, as

you may know, is not that big. (And honestly, neither is Debito

dot org; AND neither is Japan Probe, believe it or not! If James

has 300 people reading daily in Japan, I’d be surprised.)

In that context, what exactly does a “service” like Tepido.org

actually, uh, “serve”? As I had said about 2 years ago, it’s a

slam blog that could have been something much better (this is

what I told Y-N, then, in fact), if he got off this thing of

recurring, incessant shot taking at individuals.

When the thing finally blows up or gets media attention, I don’t

think he’s going to look too good. It definitely won’t be, “wow,

this ‘service’ has really been such a great benefit to Japan as a

nation, against our ever-present enemies who have keyboards

and small, dedicated followings”. Rather, he’s gonna look like

another spud.

jane grey

on April 5, 2012 at 2:51 pm said:

I think that your assessment and comments on the

dynamics and personalities involved in the ex-pat Japan

blogging scene are very astute and level headed.

If you would forgive me for paraphrasing some

comments that you have made before, I think that you

are right when you talk about it as taking place in a

‘bubble’ that is largely ignored by Japan. The resulting
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disconnect with reality gives a false sense of liberty to

throw childish comments around. Relying on the lawyers

working for the household name, or famous institution,

that employs the actor making the comments would

seem to be an absurd level of myopia. I am sure that if

this ever ‘blew up’, or got any media attention, all actors

would find themselves expendable in the eyes of their

employers in order to distance themselves (regardless

of the rights and wrongs). Point in case, Woodford.

Everyone is expendable.

Johnny

on April 5, 2012 at 7:23 am said:

I’m not sure what Y-N is trying to achieve but I suspect one day it will

come to bite him on the backside as you say, especially given the fact

he is not anonymous, and it is easy to find out where he works.

jane grey

on April 5, 2012 at 5:05 pm said:

This is fair point Johnny.

Even if someone was working in an all Japanese language

environment now, and that persons colleagues never read

anything posted on the internet, the age of ‘a job for life’ (even

in Japan) is over, and as the economy worsens, that situation

will deteriorate (NB; Panasonic, record losses). It would be

foolish to think that you would never have to engage in any form

with another potential employer, or an external actor (such as a

customer), and that your online activities might be known to

them (perhaps you have even insulted them?). This could cause

them to act unfavorably to you. Given that most people use an

alias on the internet, using your real name in such a fashion is

surely self-destructive behavior.
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